Auto LED brake light
Auto led brake light
Generally, auto brake lights are installed at the end of the vehicle and its
main color is red. Its purpose is to remind the following vehicle the previous
vehicle will be braked so that it can help to avoid rear-end collision.
There are two kinds of brake lights:
One type is installed at two sides of the end of the auto, it is one kind of tail
light.
The other is high beam brake light, it is installed at a high position of the end
of the vehicle.
High beam brake light is always square, it is installed on the position much
higher than the tail lights. Its purpose is also for reminding the following
vehicle. For example, if it is a car with low chassis, if the following vehicle is
a truck or bus which is always high, the driver will not easy to see the brake
tail light in the front, so at this occasion, a high beam brake light is necessary.
There are many surveys tell us high beam brake light is able to prevent or
reduce rear-end collision.
Classification of auto brake lights (by socket type):
A,P21/5W，it is also named BAY15D or 1157，it is with double wire structure；
B,W21/5W，also called 7443，also with double wire structure；
C,P27/5W，also named 3157，also with double wire structure；
The above brake lights are always for warning or position reminding, the
power of the brake light should be different when it is used for different
function, for example, when P21/5W it is used as a warning light, it requests
21W but when it is used as a position light, is requests 5W.
D, W5W，it is in-line or flat plug, socket type is W2.1×9.5d；
F, W16W，it is also in-line or flat plug, socket type is W2.1×9.5d；
D and F is always used in high beam brake light, they are with different
measurement and power. W5W is more popular.
The socket type determines the compatibility between vehicle and brake
light.
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You are welcome to visit
http://www.cyue-tech.com/index.php?a=index&m=Product&id=62 for more
information about Cyue auto led lights.
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